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Abstract. The notion of commutative derivations is introduced into the theory of unbounded
derivations in operator algebras. A useful result for the phase transition theory will be shown for
these derivations.

§ 1. Introduction
In the papers [1,2], normal ^-derivations in uniformly hyperfinite C*-algebras
have been studied. One of the main purposes of those studies is to develop the
phase transition theory in general settings and is hopefully to contribute to
unsolved problems in the theory.
As the first step to this goal, it is important to study commutative normal
^-derivations, since they include the Ising models. In the present paper, we shall
show a useful result for commutative normal ^-derivations. We shall discuss
applications of this result to the phase transition theory in later papers.
§ 2. A Theorem
Let 91 be a uniformly hyperfinite C* -algebra and let δ be a normal *-derivation
in 91 - i.e., there is an increasing sequence {SI w |n = 1,2,...} of finite type 7-sub00

CO

factors in 91 such that \J 9I0 is dense in 91 and the domain 9>(δ) oϊδ = \J 9IΠ.
n=l

n=1

Then there is a sequence (hn) of self-adjoint elements in 91 such that
δ(ά) = i\hn, a] (a e 91 „) for n = 1, 2, 3,....
Definition. A normal ^-derivation δ in 91 is said to be commutative if we can
choose (hn) as a mutually commuting family. Then we shall show
Theorem. Suppose that δ is a commutative normal ^-derivation in 91 and (hn)
is a corresponding family of self-adjoint elements in 91 to δ such that (hn) is mutually
commutative.
Then there exists a strongly continuous one-parameter
subgroup
{ρ(t)\ — oo <t< +00} of ^-automorphisms on 91 such that ρ(t)(a)= exp tδihn(a)
for αG2l π (n= 1,2, 3,...) and - o o < ί < + o o , where
δihn(x)=[ihn,x](x£tyί).
Moreover let δ{ be the infinitesimal generator of {ρ(t)\—co<t<+ao};then
δ,=δon U 91,.
n= 1

Proof. Since hn — hno G 2IJ,0 (n ^ n0), where 9ί^o is the commutant of 2ϊMo and
since hn — hno commutes with hno, hn — hno commutes with <5^no(9Ino) (m = 1, 2, 3,...).
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Hence [ihn, [ihnQ, d]~\ = [ihno, [ihnQ, a]~\ and so
Pn[ihn, [ihno, aj] = Pn[ίhno, [ihno, α]] -» [ίfcπo, pΛ n o , α]] (n-> oo) .
Therefore [ihno, a] = δ(a) ε @(δ) and δδ(a) = [ίhno, [ihno, α]J = δ?Λno(α), where <5 is
the greatest regular extension of δ (cf. [2]). Hence we have δ2(a) = δ2hno(a) (a e 2Ino).
Quite similarly, we have \ihn, [ihno, [ihnΌ, α]]] - [ihno, \ihno, [ihno, α]]] (αe 2ΪJ.
Therefore by the same discussion with the above, δfh (a) e 3>(δ) and δδfh
Continuing this process, we have that δm(a) = δ™hn (a) for
m = l , 2 , 3 , . . . . Hence exp ί(5(0) = expίδ / Λ (α) for αe2l π o (n 0 =
— o o < ί < + o o . Put ρn(ί) (x) = exp i(5^ n (x)(xe 2ί); then ρw(ί) is
continuous one-parameter subgroup of *-automorphisms on ^Ά

0e2I W ( ) and
1,2, ...) and
a uniformly
for each n.

00

{?«W («)->• exp tδ(a) (uniformly) (n-> oo) for each α e (J 2IM and each ί e (— oo, oo),
ιι=l

and \\Qn(t)\\ = 1: hence {ρw(ί)(x)} is a Cauchy sequence for each xe$l and each
ί e (— oo, oo ), Therefore there is a limit " lim ρn(t) (x)".
«-> oo

Putρ(ί)(x)= lim ρ π (ί)(x) (xeSl); then clearly ρ(ί) is a *-isomorphism of 2ί
w —>• oo

into 31 for each t. Moreover ρ(ί) (α) = exp tδihn(ά) for a e 2Iπ(π = 1, 2, 3, . . .): hence
ί -> ρ(ί) is a strongly continuous one-parameter subgroup. Therefore x = ρ(ί — ί) (x)
= ρ(ί)ρ( — ί) (x) (x e 91) and so the range of ρ(ί) = 21; hence ρ(ί) is a ^-automorphism
of 81.
The remaining part of the theorem is almost clear. This completes the proof.
Remark. Let 2no be the C*-subalgebra of 21 generated by 2ίπo and hno then it is
00

easily seen that ρ(t)Qno = Qno. If hnoe (J 2IΠ, then &no is finite-dimensional. In
«= ι
this case, let £no = ^ 0 £nopno . be the central decomposition of £πo, where
j
(pno ) is the family of all minimal projections in the center of £πo. Then for every
KMS state φ on 21 with respect to {ρ(ί)}> φ can be written as follows: φ = Σ λjψj
j
on £no, where (λj) is a family of positive numbers such that Σ λ~ ί, and φ7 is the
unique KMS state on flnopno } with respect to the automorphisms (y->ρ(ί)(y))
•(j;efl no p no ). Therefore the problem on the phase transition can be reduced to
the problem how freely we can choose (λj). If they are unique for each n 0 , then
there is no phase transition.
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